
Born from the same elements, how could two protoplanets so close together become so different?

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.

 The difference in size is 
evident! 

The small size of the planet Mars, and its longer 
distance from the sun, explain why it has become 

much colder faster. 

The temperature on its surface averages -63°C...

So ...   without its inial dense atmosphere, 
Mars has become a cold desert planet!

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon

The Earth's magnec field allows our planet to protect itself from the solar winds and thus maintains its atmosphere, which is not the case for Mars.

 With no magnec shield le, Mars is subjected to a constant flow of electric parcles, emied by 
the Sun, which pulls ions out of the Maran atmosphere. 

Because it cooled faster, the Red Planet lost its magnec shield which 
protected it from the solar winds.
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S.E.I.S : an exceponal mission 

To record seismic waves that provide informaon about the 
internal structure of Mars

JOB
OFFER

Record the internal acvity of Mars by detecng and analysing 
earthquakes.

Recording the acvity of the Maran surface exposed to 
atmospheric perturbaons and to meteorites impacts.

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon

A mass lower than 5kg is imperave to make the trip. 

A good physical condion will support the launch as well as the 
touch-down. 

In order to carry out reliable measurements, it will be necessary 
to :
-Be very sensive to detect the lowest waves.
-Be equipped with -Be equipped with compable thermal protecon.
-Be insensive to winds in order not to record parasic noises

Mission globale

Acvies and tasks of the job

Working condions

Quality and requested skills

Large temperature variaons ranging from -20 to +120°C
Violent winds
Low pressure
Gravity equivalent to a third of the Earth's gravity
The journThe journey between Earth and March will be paid for by the 
employer. Please note that take-off and landing will be quite 
violent.

SEIS is composed of three Very Broad Band  
VBB pendulums capable of measuring the 
vercal and horizontal movements of the 

Maran ground.

A sphere guaranteeing vacuum protects the 
very broad-band sensors from thermal and 
pressure variaons and thus makes it possible 
to detect ground movements of the order of the 
size of hydrogen atoms.

The seismometer will be packed in a 
thermal reflecve cover. 

The seismometer on the ground will be covered 
with a protecve shield that will protect the sensor 
from the wind and increase thermal protecon.

The seismometer is connected to the lander by a cable that will 
allow data to be transmied. This cable has a relaxaon loop al-
lowing it to withstand thermoelasc deformaons due to 
thermal variaons, thus avoiding generang stresses on the 
seismometer which would then cause parasic recordings

MARTIAN SEISMOMETER
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The thermoelasc cooling

A volcanic acvity was sll present 
on Mars only 100 millions years ago.
Mars would sll be far from having 
completed its cool down .

The The cooling of the lithosphere must 
thus be sll important and generate 

a seismic acvity.

Sciensts predict that they generate 
about 50 seisms per year with a 
magnetude higher than 3.

The formaon and then the dramac 
growth of the Tharsis dome, due to an
 intense volcanic acvity  during several 
hundreds of years may be the cause of 
masses distribuon modificaon.

 This phenomenon could be at the origin of 
today seismic noises.

Indeed mass accumulIndeed mass accumulaon in the dome was 
at the origin of an isostac adjustment and 
the overweight generated a crust and 

mantel rotaon around the core of about 20 
degrees!

maran plate tectonics ?

Sciensts  do not know yet if  there 
are sll convecon movements in the 
maran mantel which could generate  
maran tectonics... and thus a 

sesimic acvity.

SEIS should help SEIS should help to confirm or not the 
hypothesis of sll acve plate tecto-

nics  on Mars

Meteorites are probably at the 
origin of seismic signals !

Indeed, scieIndeed, sciensts predict 4  to 6  
big meteorites falls yearly. As those 
meteorites would not be completly 
destroyed while entering the mar-
an atmosphere, they could gene-

rate seismic waves.

Probes orbing around Mars are 
designed to detect those impacts 

traces!

One km-high sand columns are 
generated by sand storms due to 

violent winds!

Those giant swirls generate  a drop-in 
pressure detected by the seismometer 
and registered by the staon's cameras.

Simultaon of what would be a seismic-acvity map on 
Mars during a terrestrial year
Source: Knapmeyer et al., 2006

Phobos et Deismos des ?

The two natural satellites of Mars gene-
rate ground movements also known as 

maran des.

A similar phenomenon exists on Earth: 
terrestrial des that are never felt!
Those big ground movements will be 

also detected by SEIS!

Thermal cracking

On Earth, there are polar seisms due to 
the wide variaon of temperature 
between day and  night.

A similar phenomenon A similar phenomenon exists on Moon 
and is expected to be also present on 

Mars.

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon
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Explore Mars’ Inner Structure

“Measuring the 
pulse of Mars”

Thanks to the work of researchers in recent years, the 
SEIS seismometer, the most sensive seismometer 
ever developed, will be deposited on the surface of 

Mars to study its internal structure....

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
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In China, Zhang Heng developed the 
first seismograph. This seismograph 
was able to determine the direcon in 
which the earthquake had occurred.

Development and deployment of seismo-
graphs to build an internaonal network to 

study seismic waves.

First recording of a 
Japanese earthquake in 
Potsdam (Germany).

Seismic wave trajectory according 
to Gutenberg and Richter

It is thanks to the scienfic progress of the last 
few millennia that the internal structure of our 

planet has been apprehended.
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6
Desnaon : Elysium Plania

A landing area on which will depend the Insigth 
mission success.

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon

HiRISE (High-Resoluon Imaging Science Experiment) flying aboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter (MRO) is the largest telescopic instrument ever sent beyond Earth’s orbit and 
has been an indispensable instrument to help in the selecon of landing sites on Mars.

HIRISE took about 15 pictures of potenal landing sites.

The landing ellipse is about 130 meters long and about 27 km wide, covering an area 
where Insight has  90% chance of landing

Selecon criteria of 
the landing site:

A weak slope located around the 
equator to opmise the power 
produced by the solar panels.

A flat and weakly rugged surface 
and a so soil and a so soil to facilitate the HP3 
probe penetraon from 3 to 5 

meters.
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Earth

Mars

insight

Rocket Atlas V401 
launch

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon

November

Dissociaon between the cruise 
stage and the rest of the probe

Descent by parachute

Final step propelled 
(free fall and brake by retrorocket)

Six-month cruise

May

May

Adventures of a journey
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5 - Heat sensor HP3 :
This instrument will sink 5 meters depth into the maran ground 
to measure the heat flow and to deduce its cooling speed. 

This should reveal the thermal acvity and the story of the planet.

3 - Seismometer SEIS :
This instrument measures  precisly the telluric vibraons

 and other internal acvies of Mars.
 It will help to understand the internal structure of the planet. 

It is coated with a wind and thermal shield for protecon against hosl environment .

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon

1 - Deployment system IDS: :
Insight includes a camera on the landing arm which takes pictures of the instruments.
 It helps engineers to direct the deployement of those instruments on the ground. 

Later, the camera will also provide a panoramic view of the land around the landing site.

2 - Meteo staon APSS :
Equiped with a thermometer, an anemometer, a highly sensive barometer

 and a magnetometer.
Those instruments provide informaons on the environmental context  facilitang 

the interpretaon of the seismometer data.

4 - Antennas RISE :
RISE tracks the wobble of Mars' North Pole as the sun pushes and pulls it in its orbit.
 This should help sciensts determine the size and composion of Mars' core.

A truly internaonal cooperaon
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1976

1996

2016

The insight Mars mission launched in 2018 
with the S.E.I.S. instrument, a seismometer 
composed of 3 very precise components which 
will be deployed by the lander.

The european spaal agency (ESA) had also 
planed in the frame of the Exomars project to 
send a seismometer on Mars.

The instrument's launch was cancelled.

Russia launched an ambious 'Mars 96' mission : 
the probe contained 2 petale-shaped ground-sta-
ons (David Ducro Photo).

Unfortunatly, a failure during the launch led to the 
fall back of the probe on Earth in the Pacific.

The « Mesur » project linked to Pathfinder 
(1996) (90's):
The aim of the project was to deploy a 
network of sesimometers on Mars (10 to 
20 staons). However, facing technical anf 
financial difficules, this huge project 
never came to life.

FinalFinaly, the « Pathfinder » mission consisted 
of landing on Mars and of analysing rock 
samples.

In 1976, the Vikcing landers each carried a 
sophiscated seismometer on Mars :

Vicking 1: Failure of  unlocking of the mobile 
part of the seismometer

Vicking 2: The seismomVicking 2: The seismometer is acve but is too 
distorted by meteorological acvity to send 
back accurate data.

2018

Crédits photos : N.A.S.A. / E.S.A. / C.N.E.S. / I.P.G.P.
F. Moujdi-Menauge / F. Bouvet / L. Bourdon
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